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An Undesirable Trend

We're not- historians here at the ECHO, but we do try to comment ^ on trends and current situations , and this will often lead us
into history. The first fact that we notice, delving into the past, is
that the present Colby is really less than 10 years old. Though legally we exist from 1813, the Colby that we know really dates from the
move from the old campus , finished in 1952. So. when we look for
trends, it is from this recent date that we must start.
If Colby has become a better school in these last 7 years, then
what must it have been in 1952 , and if the present Colby is the result
of 10 years work and growth, then , on the basis of the Colby picture
right now, is it worthwhile to go on? There is an advantage in- considering ourselves to be only a few years old ; this way, we can claim
that we are still undergoing growing pains, that the current unsureness and seeming lack of direction which characterizes most of the
student bod y, for example, is all due to an attempt at finding our
proper niche in the scheme of things.
But even if we accept this hypothesis, this does not give us the
right to sit back and say contentedl y, "Well , we axe growing up, leave
us alone and everything will be all right !" We can not leave our
growth without direction , but must continually revaluate ourselves.
What are the curren t trends and difficulti es that we can look
at ? We don't by any means want to excuse these difficulties because
they are growing pains, but we want to try to ease them.
Colby is proud of its religious heritage, a heritage of "religious
liberty and the right of private conscience," which has endowed the
college "with Christian princi ples which still invigorate its program"
( The 1958 catalog) . Yet, there is a significantly small percentage
of the student bod y who come from minority groups of any sort.
Given the attraction of the "Ivy League" on Eastern pre-college
minds, there are still very few students from the concentrated metropolitan areas, whereas the suburban group of nice, neutral , boys
and girls, constitutes the vast maj ority. There are many-reasons for
this lack of diversity., one being that there are some influential powers who do not want diversity in the student body. But it is the very
lack of diversity that keeps the academic achievement of Colby students at such a spectacular low. There is certainly no conscious
quota system at Colby, per se, but neither is tliere any attempt to
diversify the lumpish body.
Wc notice that the student body as a whole breaks down into
two, usually distinct- types. The 'first is the active, interested student,
Continued on Page Four

A Warning

It has come to our attention that certain Golby students felt that
it was necessary to smoke and drink during Mayn ard Ferguson 's
performance at the Opera House during Winter Carnival weekend.
It is obvious to even the most casual observer what an incident such
as this could lead to:

1) The town may d ecide n ot to m ak e th e Opera House availabl e

for future Colby productions,

2) Such incidents will only cause to increase undesirable tension
bewccri Waterville and the college,
3) Wc hope to secure an acceptable solution to our drinking problem, The aspect of student maturity and responsibility will be an importan t factor in the dctcrminiation of this decision. ¦

Letter ?o Editor

Is punishment"the objective which
Colby as a college community must
utilize in order to enforce its rules
and live together as a coordinate
group ? Punishment tends to create
fear and encourage bitterness. Is"
tliis our intention ? The time has
come to seri ously question the purpose and effectiveness of the punitive system under which tlie women's student body now functions.
The judicial system as it now
stands is detailed in structu re, yet
ironically void in purpose. What is
our present criteri a for judgement?
A rule is broken , the offender must
be punished. Is this what we want ?
Would it not be more intelligent to
devise a system whereby individual
personality and circTimstaace are
given all opportunity for deep understanding and purposeful correction?
Lack of a specific purpose inevitably produces a lack of continuity in
j udgement and decision. Under the
present system , a broken rule is
punished by a group of students
who have neither the time nor experience necessary to contend with
such problems. Colby women must
feel responsible to question "the values of the punitive system and inquire as to its ' coordination, with
the purpose of the "Colby System'1
and the college community as a
whole.

Review of
Gabe Lecture

A VALID EXCUSE?

' Colby College can well be proud of the fine physical plant which
it now has and to which it is continuing to add. She can be proud of
the fact that not a single member of the faculty left last year to seek
employment elsewhere. In this sa.me area, she can be also proud of
the noted educators who she is able to secure. Her program of lectures Is certainly one of the finest and most ambitious programs undertaken by any college, regardless of size. On the athletic field there
is .likewise reason to boast. Colby teams have shown exceedingly well
under top competition. She can "be proud,, too, of the. willingness of
the students to work with the administration in reaching an acceptable answer to her most unfortunate problem - the drinking situation.
In this sphere,..Colby can be prou d of the great degree of cooperation
evidenced — the willingness to compromise both on the part of
the students and administration.
. But, can our college be proud of the academic achievement of its
student enrollment? How can she point with pride to the number of
students who achieve the Dean's List standard when only two sophomore men, and no more than two and one half per cent of the
freshmen men, secure this honor?
The rating and -averages of the student bod y for this past semester have now been computed. It is certainly not something with
which we may point to with pride. Within the four classes, approximately 140 men and 30 women were placed . on probation . About
102 of the total male enrollment in the class of 1962 were placed on
this list. This means that forty-four percent of the freshmen men are
considerably below the standards set by the college. It is interesting to
note that about one quarter of these men were active in one or more
freshmen sports. This may seem a small percentage until you recall
the number of men who engage in sports on the freshman level. To
turn to a specific example., all but three players on the freshman
hockey team were placed on probation.

The number of students, removed from probation was the same
figure as those on continued probation. Approximately twenty-three
students were dropped or asked to leave Colby during this same
By Dan Hodges
¦Dr. Norman Dunbar Palmer, pro- period. Of these students, seven were actively engaged in athletic
fessor of Political Science at the competition.

University of Pennsylvania, delivered' on March 3 the fourth Gabrielson Lecture i_i the present series
centered on the challenge of Russia
to the United States.. Dr. Palmer' s
address was entitled "Soviet Politics and the Uncommitted Nations
of Africa and Asia. " I t focused
primarily on how Russia is trying
to win allies and influence nations.
The speech was clear in structure
and in content, no doubt due to
the speaking experi ence that Professor ( Palmer received as a Colby
undergraduates on the debating
team .
His introduction to the topic described the relative position of the
United States and Soviet Russia.
The inevitable point was made that
Russia is improving in production ,
education , technical competence,
an(L political influence. Moreover,
the free world , embarrassed by the
r ecent r ecession which ec onomically
wound ed many small nati ons , and
by its atrophying leadership, is aiding tho Russians. Taking t-dvantage
of this opportunity, Russia is enhancin g both its p ower positi on and
its popularity through four "offensives. " The first offensive is tlio
f amous p eac e off ensive , tvn effoi'lv-to
build positive images of tlie Soviet
Union. The socond is the* anti-imperialist off ensive , an. effort to
build negative images of tho Western nations. The third offensive,
which Dr. Palmer described most
thoroughly, is the economic offensive. .This offensive is threepronged j it includes aid , t rade , and
technical Assistance. Since this assistance is heavily concentrated in
vita] areas on tlio .periph&ry of .tho
Soviet Union - tho USSR gets maximum benefit from ita efforts (moro
so, proportionately, than tho United States). Russia makes , propaganda hay out of its aid programs.
It claims that thoro aro no strings
attached and! no questions asked j
it specializes in show-case projects
and in aid duri ng crisis situations.'
For technical assistance it exports
some of its lest mon to promising
areas. To capitalize on its trade
efforts it has entered some 31 tr 'ado
agreements, participated in trade
fairs and sent out trade missions
all oyer tho world. Dr -' Dunbar
Continued on Pago Bi ght
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Some thirty-seven students were given warnings from the Dean
to the effect that lack of improvement in scholarship would be cause
for placement on probation . Of those, about one third were women.
And here we turn to the distaff side of the campus. Thirty
Colby women (all but six were freshmen) were placed on academic
probation. A number of girls were also on the continued probation
list of the Dean.
These figures may not be completely accurate, but they are
certainly sufficient to point out this undesirable condition.
Colby has long been proud of the number of students who app ly
for admission here. Last year for instance, about 800 applications
were submitted from female high school students. Of this number,
approximately 270 were accepted and 167 enrolled as freshmen in
September of 1958. In regard to male student enrollment, over
1,000 applications were received. The freshman class of 1962 began
the year with 233 men.
•
Continued on Page Eight

Guest Of Colby College
Is Noted P olish Doctor
By Robert B. Neuwirth

Dr. Wloszimierz Januszewicz, an emrninent physician from
Communist Poland, recently spent three fruitful days at Colby particip at ing in vigorous discussions with both students and faculty. Dr.
Januszewicz is in the United States for a year of study under Rockefeller Scholarship Grant. He is currently engaged in research worlc
in hypertension at Columbia University's Presbyterian Medical Center.
His unique visit at Colby gave students the opportunity to inquire into Poland's current political and social conditions in light
of the recent government upheavals. Since the Doctor is not a politician , he preferred to, discuss his own field of medicine.
In an exclusive three hour interview with this reporter, Dr.
Januszewicz stated that he was immensely impressed with American
medical education. What particularly stru ck him was th e emphasis
placed on physiology and bio-chemistry in American medical universities. ' During the interview Dr. Januszewicz carefully explained
^
his country 's policy of edu cat ion f or m edi cal st udents, as well as Poland' s system of socialized medicine.
Unlike the eight or ten years requir ed bef ore American medical
students are able to practice, the' Polish student completes his course
in only six years. During this period the prospective doctor works for
two degrees of specialty in t\vo separate fields of medicine. An interesting aspect is that the intern or resident doctor so common under
ou s system is unknown in Poland. However , in order t o achieve his
Continued on Page Seven

Campus Activities Felt
To Be Overemphasized

Candidates Are Chosen
F or ROTC Ball Queen

Colby students may be amused a t the f ollowing qu ota tion f rom
the Middlebury Campu s of February 5: '*Vassar has found one
way of dealing with extra-curricular activities - abolishing them.
Recognizing the apathetic attitudes of students toward these activities, the college administ ra tion , proposed to a student convocation
that all extra-curricular activities be done away with. The suggestion
was met with ' silence, followed by
thunderous applause . . . Vassar's selves and no one else. We are in
new policy toward activities is part a sense busy doing nothing. I have
of a program designed to improve tried to reveal the all too obvious
the existing academic situation. " fact that the real / organization
Less amusing, perhaps , is the which we supposedly had joined
report of fifty student leaders at when we arrived on campus as
the eleventh National Student Con- freshmen lias practically been regress. As reported in the National jected or a_fc least made unidentifiStudent News of November, 1958, able among our extra-curricular
"Getting by with a vigorous social activities. This organization is the
Nancy Kudriavetz
life is the dominant attitude of most academic. When a freshman comes
American students. Over 40 of the to college he is immediately faced
students found their campuses with the problem of deciding which
marred by extra-curricular and su- fraternity he will join , or which
per-social activity, conflicting in groups he will belong to and sudmany cases with the educational denly midtsemester grades reveal
that he has forgotten to join the
goals of the college. "
Specific evidence of this is cited academic society, or at least made
in the Bucknellian series entitled a poor attempt at doing so. Most
"The Academic Blanket." "Another of the organizations on campus have
great sec tion o f th e 'academ ic become a couch instead of a spring
blanket' is woven from most of the board to greater academic achieve'
120 organizations that Bucknell is ment. Too many of us are reclining
proud to boast, with student gov- in this co-uch instead of springing
ernment heading the list . . . . We vigorously off the springboard." *
Let's pa,use here to view Colby's
are all smothered beneath the 'acsystem
or lack of system of extraademic blanket.' I see again in our
curricula
activities. Seniors comaddiction to organizations the supplain
that
they don't have the necpression of the individual and his
essary
time
to study for compreacademic curiosity. We are so comhensives
due
to tlieir non-academic
Dawne Christie
pletely covered by the 'blanket' ,that
Convocation
schedules.
Religious
we have lost our individuality. If
there are any individuals as such, had to compete with numerous other
they are so afraid of being covered meetings Monday and Tuesday of
again by the 'blanket' that they last week. Prevalent among the worefuse to demonstrate their indiv- men this jear was the observation
that freshmen girls were waiting to
iduality."
Mark Ebersole, author of the join activities until they had beseries, later notes, "The ideology come settled academically. Perhaps
After last year's successful tour
of the day is 'groupism '. To be on this is promising, but there are
' Colby College Glee Club will
the
thai; this attitude did not
the Dean 's Xist or -wear a Phi Beta signs
again visit several eastern cities
Kappa key can be a source of em- last.
presenting a varied and interesting
Let
us
also
note
that
it
is
not
barrassment at times, but to have
program. The glee club is planning
an infinite number of group activ- the value of extra-curnciilar activto leave the campus Thursday,
ities
that
is
being
disrupted
it
is
ities listed in the yearbook is inMarch 19, at 8 a.m. and that same
variably and enviable beautifica- the use a/nd organization of them.
evening will find them in Hartford ,
When
they
defeat
the
primary
purtion ."
Conn.,
for their first performance.
poses
of
college
it
is
time
to
re,
In ''a summarizing article, Mr.
A
second
concert will be given in
view
them
as
is
being
done
on
,
Ebersole concludes : "Serving no
Washington , D. C, on Saturday
other
campuses.
We
are
getting
common purpose among our organthe tour -will be a return appearizations, we, have no common in- new buildings and better faculty to
evening, March 21. The climax of
terest ; consequently we are mem- aid the academic life at Colby, but
the tour will be a return appearbers of ma-ny individual organiza- none seems to be paying much atance at the Carnegie Recital Hall
tention
to
the
little
things
which
tions which operate independent of
in New York City on March. 23.
and
are
eating
away
at
Colby
's,
all others, and for the sake of ourThe program this year includes
at other schools' academic purposes.
Think about Mr. Ebersole 's final Bruckner 's Mass in E Minor and
point : "Tiere is a tone of pessimism Five Songs on Old Texts by Paul
in my discussion of our circum- Hindemith , both of which were prestances, but far more important is sented whon Mr. Hindemith visited
tho optimistic point that under- Colby earlier this year. The glee
lies all I have said. That is, that club is also doing a selection of Engwithin easj h of us is tho potential lish madrigals.
Forty-sevon members of' the glee
The Colbyettes will participate in to make the most of our organizations
and
groups
club
will be making the trip. Thoy
but
most
import,
Bowdoin 'a Campus Chest Week by
will
be
conducted by Mr.' Peter Re
singing at the fund raising variety ant tho academic opportunities. The
show on Sa-turday, March 14. Their 'academic blanket' can bo lifted by and accompanied by Mrs. Frieda
Reynolds.
program will include : "My. Rom- individuals working together. "
ance ", "Tho Boy Next Door ",
]
"Dixie Danny", and "Walk Soft :
'
Woolens
Remnants
ly ", which has been arranged by
Dick Poland '61.
TOWN & COUNTRY SEWING CENTE R
j
Tho "Efc-.es " out a record last
j
Mrs . Foster , Prop.
spring when the group was under
tho direction of Marian Woodsomo,
i
This record is now available for purDressmakin g
Cuttin g Service
J
chase from members of tho group.
LADIES AND GENTS ALTERATIONS
!
Songs included are : '.'Hawaiian War
Chant", "Lazy Jjtivor ", "Autumn
Opposite Post Offloo
Loaves", "The Boy Noxb Door",
"197A Main Street
Waterville
, Maine
and a spooio-l recording of the Colby
¦
.
__
i
Qloo Club's "Colbiana. "

Concert Tour For
Glee Club Includes
Carnegie Hall Visit

Colbyettes Will
Sing At Bowdoin
For Campus Chest
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CAMP COUNSELLOR OPENINGS
— For Faculty, Stude nts and Graduates —
ASSOCIAT ION OF PRIVATE CAMPS

. . . comprisin g 250 outstandin g B oys , Girls, Brother-S ister and
Co-Ed Camps , locate d throu ghout th o Now England , Middles Atlontie States and Canada
'
. . . INVITES YOU R INQUIRES concerni ng summer employ ment
as Counsellors , Instructo rs or Adm inistrato rs .
. . . POSITIONS in children ' s camps , In all areas of activities , aro¦
available.
.WRIT]., OR OALL IN PEUSON

ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS

SS Wast -12nd street , Room 621

Now York 30, N. Y.

Nancy1 Cunneen

The annual Military Ball, Collby's
big spring dance- will be held in
the Women's Union on Saturday,
March 14. Al Corey and his band
will provide the music for the dance
which, contrary to popular belief ,
is opened to the entire college community.
The highlight of the evening will
be the crowning of the queen a to
be chosen from the following candidates : Dawne Christie '62, from
Bethel, Maine ; Nancy Cunneen '61,
from , Danielson', Conn. ; Patricia
Jack '62, from Weymouth, Mass. ;'
Nancy Kudriavetz '62, from Hartford , Conn. ; and Barbara Poole
'60, from Wellesley, Mass. The
queen of the Ball will be given the
Patricia J ack
title of Honorary Cadet Colonel, and
Photos by Ting
will reign over the Cadet Corps for
the remainder of the year. She will to the state senators, Colby faculty
be presented witli an award suita- mem bers , and the Air Science Profble to the event. In addition , she essors of Bowdoin and Maine.
will be given the opportunity to
Continued on Page Four
ride in the L-17. Colby ROTC's fj» «-__l-H.«M_KH-__»-O-E---.tl ^_»0 ___BO^__»O-«_n_>0<__»0-_ a_M-W»(»^ |
training airplane. She will be
(
Waterv
ille
Marine
, Inc. g
crowned by one of the -visiting dig1"
I
Joh
nson
"Seahorse
I
nitaries, and the Colby 8 will pay
Outbo ard Motors
I
her tribute in song.
j
This year, the queen will be elect- j Motor Rentals - Sporting Goods I
33 Front St.
TR 2-7942 1
ed by popular vote. Voting will not j
take place before the dance, as has
been the past procedure. Yoting will
be done at the dance by each couple j
TIME
LIFE
[
upon their arrival. Votes will be in
F OR TUNE
the form of ballots ; the ballot box,
SPORTS
which will be on the dance floor, is
to be closed approximately 45 minI L LU STR ATED
utes after the dance has officially
Special Student Rates
At
I
begun. No ballots will be accepted j
j Personal or Gift Subscri ptions j
after that time.
President and Mrs. Bixler, Senat- I
See JOE MARGLIN
1
or and Mrs. Muskie, and Mayor
Tau Delt House
j
and Mrs. Berj iier of Waterville have J
Tel. TR 2-9728
received invitations to the Ball. j
j
Invitations have also been extended A ai»MBWH _>M-HMa HWamwA

,
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YARN

134 M AIN STREET
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SHOP

WATERVILLE

For All Y o ur Dru g Sto re Needs
LARRY'S

PHARMACY

113 Main Str eet

!
f
j
§
j
I
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Barbara Po ole

Wa ter ville

j
,

Maine

Phone TRinity 2-2182
. Nights Call TRinity 2-7732
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Library Quarterl y Hangout Sponsors W. \. A. loiinations
Favorably Ee9ed "Paj ama Game" In itnnonii .e_ By Board
By Irish Newsmen W.U. on March 13

Want something different , really
different? Then by all means plan
to attend the "Pajama Game", a
dance to be presented by the Hangout Committee on Friday evening,
March 13.
Ed Tomey and bis musical combo,
including Bobby Brown and Whit
Shad-ford ,, will provide the music
for 'the evening. The dance will be
held in the Dunn and Smith Lounges of the Women's Union from 811 :_ 0 p.m. The time is tentative,
since late permission may be secured for the event.
The "price is right" at $1 per
couple and refreshments will be
served.
Bob North is in charge of decorations for the dance , Karen Lindholm heads the publicity committee and refreshments are being handled by Kay White.
Oy yes, . . . . the dress ! No couples will be admitted unless they
are sporting the proper attire. This
Mr. John R. McKenna. Colby Lia pajama party, and aH who atis
brarian , has compiled a check list
tend must dress accordingly.
of O'Grady's works whicli are in a
permanent collection in Miller li- 1
Student Government election
brary . Among these are O'Grady 's i will be held on April 6 and 7
single worfcs , articles , autographed ! outside the Spa. Futher informaletters , bibliographies , biographical
tion will be made available foli
lowing the regularly scheduled ;
and critical writings about him , and
!
meeting
of the Council next Mon- '
various works of Irish writers which
day
night.
.
!
he edited.
The November issue of the COLBY LIBR ARY QUARTERLY , devoted mainly to the writings of
Standish 0'Grady, has recently been
reviewed in Ireland by th e IRISH
TIMES in Dublin, th e CORK
TIMES , and on radio Eireann. the
national broadcasting network .of
Ireland. Both reviews were favorably received. The IRISH DIGEST
also published a resume of the articles in the QUARTERLY.
Tho article on O' Grady was written by Vi-vian Mercier who holds
a Ph.D. from Trinity College Dublin. Standish 0'Grady was a historian , story-teller, politician , and
journalist. Known as the "Father
of the Irish Literary Revival" his
volumes of legendary history contain Irish legends • of artistic influence and paved the way for William B. Yates and other Irish writers.

ELECTRONIC DETECTIVE — Anothe r device to help lick cancer Is
this Impressive soundin g "Scann ing Coincidence Isoto pe — Encephalometer " at the U niversity of Michi gan where cancer research
Is supported fay the American Cancer Society from funds given by
the public. Used for locatin g br ain tumors , the machine provides a
three-dimensional map for the sur geon 's use. The patient Is Injected
with a radioactive substance that concentrates heavie st in the can *
! cer tissue. Waves of ener gy register on crystals in the metal tubes
I which revolve around the patient 's head wh ile moving also In an
: up and down position.

Welcome to

AL COREY 'S MUSIC CENTER
LARGEST RECORD SELECTION IN
CENTRAL MAINE
H I KI S E T S
EVERYTHING I N MUSI C
COME IN AND BROWSE AROUND
10% O F F W I T H T H I S A D
F o r T wo W e e k s O n l y
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COOKY SAYS : HEY DAD ! DO YOU PIG
THE COOL FINISH OF YOUR WHEELS?
IF YO U WANT YO UR WHEELS TO
MAKE THE SCENE RIGHT MAN — DIG
COOKY'S CAR WASH FOR THAT COOL
FINI SH — FREE FROM ROAD SALT !

6<wA'd Qidff £esuuc e
Across f rom WTVL Radio
Cor. Silver and Spring Streets
Wa terville
Tel. TR 2-6732
"At Cook' s Your Business Coun ts "

This last week saw the end of
tlie interdorm basketball tournament and~ Foss was announced, the
winner.
Great enthusiasm was
sliown for the tournament.
Nominations for the 1959-1960
Board were : ' Presidents , " Eunie
Bucholz and Alison Hill '60 ; vicepresidents , Penny Dietz and Lee
Holcombe '61; secretary-treasurer ,
Heather Campbell and Betsy Perry '61 ; publicity chairman," Debbie
Price and Alice Walker '62.
Managers will be elected when the
new-Board is installed. Any girl who
is interested in a particular sport
may sign up for a position on the
Board as a manager.
A banquet will be held for tlie old
and new Boards, and the new officers -will be installed at that time.

QUEEN CANDIDATES
Continued from Page Three
The Arnold Air Society sponsors
this annual form al ball . An honorary fraternal ROTO organization,
the Arnold Air Society at present
has ten advanced cadet members
and one basic cadet member.
Peter Henderson '60 heads the
queen candidate committee for the
dance. The other committees and
their chairmen are : Program , John
Whitti er '60 ; Publicity, Doyglas
Merrick '59 ; Decorations , Tom
Skolfield '59 ; Invitations and Protocol , Ed Tomey '59 ; Refreshments,
Mike Farren '59 ; and De-decoration
and Clean-up, Leo Beaulieu '60.
AMHERST PRESIDENT
Continued from Page One
Selective Service Commission.
Dr. Cole is a member of Phi Beta
Kappa , Delta Sigma Rho, and Delta
Kappa Epsilon. He belongs also to
the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences , American Economics Association , American Historical Association , American Association of
University Professors , Council on
Foreign Relations , and .the Econimic History Association .
He is the author of several books ,
the
following
among
them :
FRENCH MERCANTILIST DOCTRINES
BEFORE
CO LBERT ,
COLBERT AND A CENTURY OF
FRENCH MERCANTILISM , and
FRENCH MERCANTILISM 18631700. In collaboration with S. B.
Clough, he wrote ECONOMIC HISTORY OF EUROPE , and lie also
is th o author , with Carlton J.' H.
Hayes and Marshall W. Baldwin ,
of HISTORY OF EUROPE]
Dr. Agard received his B.A. in
1915 from Amh erst and i n 1921 hi s

B. Litt - at .Oxf ord University. He above statements only suggest the

studied at the Sorbonne in Paris,
the School in Athens, and Johns
Hopkins University. He was granted an honorary D. Litt. from Cornell University.
'
From 1937 to 1954 Dr Agard was
chairman of the Classics Department. He is a nationally recognized
authority on Green tradition and
democratic heritage, and was rated
one of America' s outstanding teachers by Life Magazine.
Dr. Agard is president of .the
American Classical league, the Society of the American Academy in
Rome, and the Classical Association
of the Middlewest and South. He
has held key positions in the Archaeological ¦ Institute of America,
American Philological Association,
Classical Association of the Atlantic States, Classical Association of
the Middlewest and South , AmerFederation of Teachers , and the
Madison Art Association. He is
also a member of Phi Beta 3_appa,
Alpha Delta Phi , and Delta Sigma
Rho.
Dr. Agard has written THE
GREEK TRADITION IN SCULPTURE , MEDICAL GREEK AND
LATIN , (WHAT DEMOCRACY
MEANT TO THE GREEK S, and
CLASSICAL MYTHS IN SCULPTURE.
Dr. Wright's biography was
written up in last week's edition
EDITORIAL
Continued from Jfage Two
on whom the burden of responsibility is laid for fielding fine athletic
teams and staffing committees and
attending lectures . And these students are often interested as well
in their studies. The second student
is in the clear majority. He is interested in nothing, and least of
all his studies. Unfortunately, it
is on the first sort of student , no
matter how small his numbers , that
all extra-curricular activities depend. The load is too great for the
number of students available , so
something has to give. Ultimately,
even with these interested students ,
it is the academic area which is
left in the lurch.
It should bo obvious that the

You're always ready

much larger areas of which they
are a part. We can point to no
particular individual or policy . and
say " that here lies all the diflenities of Colby. While there is no
quota system , the lack of diversity
in- the student body, and particularly the lack of minority groups as
an invigorating and diversif ying element , indicates , and is reflected
by, the fact that the big cities and
the mid-west are untouched. While
there are no recognized athletic
scholarships, a surprising number
of athletes seem to enjoy financial
aid who might not actually receive
it only on a basis of scholarship.
(This is not realy limited to ath.-!
letes ; we wonder just how much
financial aid is based on just need
and--academie ability as the primary
requirements). While extra-curricular activities are vital to college
life , of primary importance, in the
end , must be scholarship.
Looking around , this is what we
see. In the past ten years there
has been a trend away from the individual fire-ball (supply your own
term) to the nice, well-rounded ,
suburban, prep-school type of student. We don't want to project this
trend into the future , it is too
frightening. Our present situation
is highly relative, and we hope highly unstable. We hope that we can
change the trend , and bring out
of the current chaos a Colby that
will retain the best of the past and
the present, while " not closing our
eyes to the best that the future may
offer.
There fore, we cannot have said
all that there is to be said in tho
lines above. Indeed , we have barely
scratched the surface, and this with
only generalities ; obvious statements at their face value. These
statements all need exploration ,
and in future issues of the ECHO ,
we hope to get closer , much closer ,
to the core of these statements.
Until then all we can do is hope
that students and faculty alike will
want to recognize the present chaos
of our growing pains , and will want
to give their all in making our
growth less painful , and as fruitful
and valuable as possible.

'

EVELYN CARBINE 'S
LADIE S' APPAREL
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Your timing is as neat as your ap.
> ' pearance when the shirt is a new
Arrow Wash and Wear. No waiting -or the laundr y. Just suds. drip-dry—and you're ready to go!
Economical , too .. . . your allowance goes further.
Carefull y tailored by Arrow of
100% cotton oxford and broad
|cloth. Choice of collar styles in
whites , stripes, checks , solids. $4.00
up. "Underwear by Arro w, too. •
Cluett, Peabod y ® Co., Inc.
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First Year Successful
For Women's Ski Team

Men and Women's (
Division Standings

iii iif
i
sTronift 1 i@fi

- muFom^i .

MEN'S
DIVISION
LastPreThe regular meeting of Student campuses to observe their respecNo. Ave. Government was called to order by tive situations in regard to drinkSem.sent Fraternity
47 2.2820 President Gary Hagerman at 7 :30, ing gave reports on their findings.
1 1 Beta Chi
10 2 Phi Delta Theta 29 2.0272 Monday March 2.
These reports will later be util2 3 Sigma Theta Psi 47 1.9743, It was decided that due to the ex- ized in arriving at the final de9 4 Delta Upsilon
53. 1.8716 pense of transportation wlricli would cision.
43 1.8672 be entailed, and lack of sufficient
5 5 Tau Delta Phi
(We hope to present the official
480 1.8659 interest, the panel discussion (com- statement of the Student GovernAll-Fraternity
All Men
682 1.8603 prised of high school students from ment in the next issue of the
6 6 Kappa Delta Rho 71 1.8567 the South) concerning segregation. "Echo", i f the final det ails h ave
N on-Fraternity 202 1.8467 will not he presented. It was sug- been worked out in time to meet
3 7 L'da Chi Alph a 53 1.7984 gested that perhaps such a,n event our deadline) .
54 1.7669 could be included in next year's
8 8 D. K. E.
51 1.6434 Lovejoy Convocation.
,
7 9 Zeta Psi
SADIE HAWKINS DAY
4 10 Alph a Tau Omega 32 1.5962
It was announced that during the
Continued from Page One
WOMEN'S DIV ISION
next few weeks, forms for Student and say he has to drive his grandLastPreGovernment Scholarships can be obSem.sent Sorority
No. Ave. tained from the deans of men and mother to Portland , thank him and
leave as quickly as possible.
2.1 2.4444 women.
N on-Serority
The Tri Delta sorority -will sponAH W omen
472 2.3978Student Government elections sor the annual event of Sadie HawWomen's Ski Team: First row, left to right , Ca thy Troy, Sa lly Case , 2 1 Alph a Delta Pi 57 2.3929
this year will he held April 6 and 7 kins Day on March 7. There will
62 2.35i r
P at Farnham. S e cond row , left to ri g ht , Bessa Whitmore, Sue Litz. 3 _ Chi Omega
outside the Spa. The results of be a spaghetti dinner and dance in
All-Sorority
231 2.3493
Third row, left to ri g ht , J ulie Klafstad , Lee Holcombe, M argo Etthis election will be announced on the Women 's Union starting at
53 2.33844 3 Sigma Kappa
April 8.
tinger. Absent , Barbara Davenp ort _, Gail Macomber and J oan Tinker.
6 p.m . Tickets are §1.75. The attire
1 4 Delta Delta Delta 59 2.3139
The drinking problem ha,s been will he Dogpatch Style (of course).
The women's ski team was organ- are : Sally Case '60 Barbara Dav,
under discussion during the last Cornco b pipes will be sold at the
ized to provide an opportunity for enport '62, Margo Ettinger '62 Pat
,
three
meetings of the Council. A dance and Marryin' Sam will be
girls interested in racing to have Farnham '62 . Lee Holcombe '61,
framework
was presented within ready and waitm with rings and
coaching, to learn ne-\v techni ques ,
Julie
Klafstad
'60
Susan
Litz
'62,
,
which the organization could work. marriage certificates. All girls are
and to have the benefits of affiliaMembers
returned to theii respec- expected to obey the following
Joan
Tinker
Gail
Macomber
'61,
tion and' backing when entering ski
tive
organizations
and discussed the ru les:
meets. It gives them, a chance to '62, Cathy Troy '61, and Bessa
situation
within
these
given areas
participate actively in. the sport al- Whitmore '61.
1. Those gals what ain't got no
the
problem dates must not go in the Spa.
suggested.
Basically,
though they may not be prepared
The Colby Safety Committee an- had two parts : (1) do we want a
to race.
2. Gals who have dates must pay
nounced
at si luncheon meeting on change? and. (2) what changes
Due
to
tlie
overcrowded
conj
j
Within the year of its organizaall
day.
ditions of the Colby Infirmary, |Thursday, February 19, that for the should • be recommended if an altion , the team has had a full sched- |
3.
All men what have dates must
no visitors will be permitted un- J first time fire drills will be held in ternative is desired ? Accordingly,
ule of events. The team was invited |
have
a corsage.
til further notice. £Dan 't panic, j the men's dormitories and the frat- recommendations and ideas from the
to participate in Middlebury ' s Win- |
4. Gals fetch these fortunate men
s ernity houses. As soon as plans various groups were presented at
it's not an epidemic!)
ter Carnival, but was unable to at- |
where
they is livin'.
program
h
ave
b
een
comp
l
e
t
ed
the,
this
Monday
s
meeting.
These
sug,
'
tend. Slalom training sessions have
will
go
into
effect.
ges
ti
ons
are
now
i
n
th
e
proc
e
ss
5. The happy day starts about
__
been given at Sugaxloaf and the
of being brought together in the the time the sun rises oh March 7
'
emphasized
that
every
It
was
team lias had regular sessions on
Remember the Academic Conthe Colby slope. On llarch 14, the vocation , Wednesday through year more people perish in fires be- form of a letter. Next Monday, and ends at 12:30 a.m . on that day.
6. NO DOG BIRDING 1
team is planning a trip to Colby Saturday, March 11-13. Main cause they become panic-stricken in Student Government will approve
Junior College for an intercollegiate topic of lectures and discussions case of this emergency. To. mini- the final form of thi s statement.
In accordance with the desire for
meet. The team will also be racing \ will be "The Liberating Role of mize the chances of fires occurring,
|Due to circumstances , beyond |
each
fraternity
has
been
asked
to
a
ch ange , evidenced hy a large ma- S our control , Pris Gwyn 's name
individually in other UNEASE the Social Sciences and Humanj
meets.
ities '' . The Convocation will k eep its storage places clean. Large jority of the student body, further I was omitted from her article en- j
Mrs. Wendy Schiller, wife of Col- mark the official opening of the bafctery-2-owered searchlights have aspects of the situation are being ( titled ''Students View Segrega- g
by philosophy profesor Schiller, is Elij ah Parish Lovejoy Building. been issued to the fraternity houses studied. During the meeting, stu- j tion Issues" in last week's issue. '
dents who visited .various college
to use in case of fire.
coaching the team. Team members

Fire Brills Will Be
Started on Men's
Portion of Campus
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'1. Can you honestly say that you've made
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^' ^ y°a were
resolution, would you renew it
on the spot rather than wait
Ulltu next year?
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6. If you were walling to town
ma
hurry, would you be unwilling to
accept a ride in a garbage truck?
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an you be reluctant
medical
important
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which,
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not
dangerous,
would
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4. Are you fully convinced that the
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Mules Nip Black Bears Colby Pucksters Oonipise Winning
To Gain Share of Title Season Despite Slough Opp osi tion
WATERVILLE, MARCH 4 . . .

The Colby basketball forces edged
a fighting University of Maine team
here tonight,v 65-62, to tie with the
Black Bears for the 1958-59 Maine
State basketball championship. The
title is Colby's ninth consecutive
and the tenth in the last eleven
years. • During the course of the
game, center Ed Marchetti won
the individual State scoring title.
He was eleven points from the lead
going into tonight's game, and his
20 point output , high for Colby,
gave him the title with points to
spare. High for the game was
Wayne Champeon , who garnered 24
points for Maine.
The game opened with Maine racing to the lead ,in the early moments of the contest. Colby was left
in the dust as tho highly mobile
Black Bears played whirlwind basketball. They have employed the
fast break throughout the season
with great success. Coach Brian McCall, in his first year of collegiate
coaching, has piloted Maine to its
finest season in the last decade and
possibly in the school's history.
Maine led by as much as ten
points before the fi rst quarter had
ended. However , Colby began to
find the mark'before that opening
session was through and traded
point for point. Colby drew even
with Maine before the half was
completed , but the lead changed
hands frequently and the Bears led ,
4140, at half-time. Throughout the
first half , both teams were employing the fast break and shooting
very accurately . Wayne Champeon
led the scoring in the first half with
a t orrid 14 points, while teammate
Dick Sturgeon and Colby 's Ed
Marchetti had also hit in double
figures.
The second half began with the
Mules taking over the lead once
again. The scoring was much more
spasmodic in those opening minutes
than throughout the previous frame.
However, Colby had outscored the
Black Bears by six points within
the next five minutes and held a
five point lead . The Mules then
went int o a freez e, trying to force
Maine out of its tight zone defense.
Colby continued their stalling tactics for appr oximatel y four minutes,
even after Maine had shifted to a
man-to-man defense. Maine slowly
came out of its zone formation and

no fouls needed to be incurred nor
sloppy shots taken.
Even when the ball began to move
around the floor more, neither team
played as fast a brand of ball as
earlier in the game. Finally, with
less than three minutes remaining
in the game, Maine narrowed the
gap. Their famous last-minute
brand of ball took over and Colby
was hard pressed. Ball-stealing ran
rampart and the game was in doubt
until tho final seconds of play.
The standouts of the game must
list , at its head , Ed Marchetti for
Colby. Not only did he lead the
Mule scoring attack- but he played
one of the finest defensive games of
his career. He was tremendous in
his rebounding and blocked nearly
every shot that Maine attempted
in the last minute and a half.
Charlie Swenson performed well
both offensively and defensively.
The two departing senior guards,
Captain Lloyd Cohen and Tony
Ruvo were excellent court men with
Ruvo netting 12 in addition. Nelson
and Burke saw limited action, but
Nelson's first half shooting and
Burke's second half foul shooting
made the difference.
COLBY :
Player .
EG F
P
9
2 20
Marchetti , Ed
3
2
8
Nelson , Leon '
Swenson, Charlie
4
3 11
Cohen , Lloyd
3
1 7
Ruv o, Tony
4
4
12
Burke, Ed
1 5
7

Tot al
MAINE :
Player
Champeon , Wayne
Sturgeon , Don
Sturgeon , Dick
Dore, Maury
Morin, Dick
Ingalls, John
Boynton
Total

40

25

65

FG
9
2

F
6
1

P
24
5

7
1
2
0
4
2
0
2
1 0

41

21

15
4
10
2
2
62

The Colby Varsity .Hockey team had a highly successful season winning 11 games, losing 8,
and tying one. It was a season made distinctive by the fact that the schedule featured every; top-fli ght
college and university in New England. The team had been priming itself for this schedule for three
years and it finally matured into it.
Coach Jack Kelley came to Colby in 1955 and featured on his frosh hockey club Dick Morrison..
Jay Church , Don Cote, and Greg MacArthxir in the first year of the new indoor artificial rink. Mor-

Frosh Mules Boast
Best Season Ever

This year's freshman hockey team
had its finest record in history in
posting a 10-0 mark. The wins were
not so important as was the effortless scoring. The team outscored its
opposition 90-9, but the Mules did
it without being "up" for' the
games. They knew they didn 't need
to put on the pressure and yet they
boasted such superiority that they
were still able to compile a tremendously impressive record. Bon
Ryan notched 25 goals and 22 assists for a total of 47 points. His
goals scored erased Dick Morrison 's
freshman record of 22 in 1956 and
his total points did the same to
Sandy Boardman 's record of 45.
Although- no one was near By an
in scoring, there were many standouts on the team. Five linemen
were bunched together behind him
in scoring : his linemates, Jim Ackerrnan and Bob Dietter, plus the
first line of Jim Houghton , "Duke"
Duchrow, and Eddie Connors. Defenseman Dave Craig scored at
about the same pace as these five,
while Don Young proved to be the
most reliable defenseman on the
ice. .John McBride saw plenty of
action at defense and improved very
rapidly through the season. Pete
Leofanti and Hunter Shotwell anchored the third line, while Wayn e
Manty and Wally Hamby saw limited action .
[Fr ank Stephenson was brilli ant in
the goal all year although he was
tested only from time to time. His
six shut-outs included two '3-0

Mule Courtmen Edged
In Tense B. C. Game

Waterville, March 1 . . . . Colby dropped a heartbreaking game
to Boston College, 77-73, here today before close to 1500 fans. The
team played its third sharp game in a row, but could not quite pull
out the win against one of the best teams i_i New England. Colby
shot 37 per cent from the floor only to be beaten in that department.
The team started off well taking the lead in the early minutes. B. C.

pulled ahead at tho five minute
mark. With 5-11 left in the first
h alf , Colby had ro-ostablished tho
load. Tho gamo was a soe-saw affair until the socond half. The third
and fourth quarters saw B.C. leading, with Colby close behind.
The most crucial point in tho
gamo came whon Colby was three
po ints behind, lato in the game.
Tho Mulos took the ball out of

b ounds and scored , but it was dis-

allowed, Coach Loo William s incurred a foul for a protest . These
three points would have pulled tho
Mulos to within one point , and ,
since Colby ended with possession of
tho ball , tlio Mules could have taken
tho gamo with a last second shot.
Five Mulos hit for double figures
in tho gamo to givo a well-balanced

rison set an all time frosh scoring
record of 22 goals, and the team
had a very successful season. In
1956-57 Bob Keltie joined Church
and Morrison to form the varsity
fi rst line. Church was in the top
ten scorers in the East. In 1957-58
Church was hurt for 'a few games
but Keltie and Morrison took up
the slack in scoring. <_ ote made all
East at defense and Don Williamson and Pete MacFarlane moved up
from the frosh to tend the nets.
[Finally, this year , the club had
come of age. The first line was
working together for the third consecutive year . Both varsity goalies
were back, both starting defensives
returning, and four or iive linemen
up from an undefeated frosh team.
The team could not seem to get
started and lost to Hamilton and
Dartmouth. The Mules found the
mark right away, however, and defeated Norwich and Tufts in order.
Harvard was the next game , and
with 1.22 left in the game Colby
was ahead. Harvard tallied and
then squeezed out an overtime victory. In this game, the Mules
played probably the best hockey of
the season. The loss to R.P.I, was
closer than the 4-0 score indicated ,
but the engineers were the better
team on their home ice, Colby entered the Cornell tournament and
games and scores of 5-0, 14-0, 15-0
and 24-0. The schedule included one
college junior varsity, four college
freshman teams and five prep
school teams, including a Canadian
team. But in spite of the seeming
difficulty, Harvard frosh was the
only team nearly in the Baby Mules'
class. The team will give a great
b o ost to next y ears ' varsity club.

by virtue of an 11-0 romp over
Cornell , a tie -with Williams, and
a win over the previously victorious
Hamilton, won the tournament. The
next three games saw Colby outscore the opposition 23-2 in wins
over New Hampshire, Amherst, and
Bowdoin. A fine Boston College
team downed the Mules, but they
came back to edge Williams and
Army. Middlebury came from behind to' edge Colby ancl Colby walloped highly regarded Northeastern.
Providence won 3-1 in a sloppily
played contest , Colby smashed Bowdoin in a mismatch, and Boston
University downed Colby behind
All-American Bob Marquis in the
last game of the seaso-n.
Bob Keltie led the team with
both 23 goals, 24 assists, an d 47
points . Dick Harrison and Jay
Church were second in all three
with identical 16, 22, axd 38 marks.
Sophomores John Maguire and
Sandy Boardman finished with 25
and 17 points, respectively. Keltie's record over the three years is
69 goals and 69 assists for 138
points , Morrison tallied 129 points,
and Church 114. The trio notched
179 goals, 202 assists, and a total
of 381 points over their three year
stay on the first line. Each mark
sets a new Colby record.

Colby Performs fell
In Boston Tonrnev

Four students from Colby participated in the IvFew England Intercollegiat e Badminton Tournam ent
held at Bouve-Boston School on
Febru ary 27, 28, and March 1.
Players from Colby were : Judy
Colby Captain Lloyd Cohen jj Sessler , Carlene Price, Keith Davis
|
was
| elected to the small college J and Hiroshi Fukuda. Tournament
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Con- j events included : Ladies ' singles,
|
I ference first team for last week's g Men's singles, Women's doubles,
I play, it was announced earlier I Men's doubles and Mixed doubles.
Davis and Fukuda reached the
" this week. The three year vete- I
I ran from Cliffside Park was pick- 1 finals in the Men's doubles and
jed for the weekly team in -fow l then lost to two men from New
I of his performances against Bow- i Haven Stato Teachers College by a
g doin , Bates, and B.C. Cohen fin- j score of 4-15, 13-15. Davis got to the
j ished last year in fifth place o nj semi-finals in the Men's sin gles and
I the foul line of all small colleges ! •w as beaten by Hugh Cleland from
f i n tho nation. His foul shooting ! Harvard , who won the tournament
I average was .847, an all time ! with scores of 9-15, 11-15.
Colby mark.
Schools taking part in the tourjj
|
nament were : Boston College,
Colby attack. Captam Lloyd Cohen Bouve, Brandford Junior , Clark
no.tohed 16, Ed Marchetti 15, Leon "Univ ersity, Colby, Banbury State
Nelson IS and Bob Burke and Tony Teachers and Harvard , Also, Lasalle
Buvo 10 each, Charlie Chevalier Junior , Mount Holyoke, New Haven
was tho mighty mite of tho Eaglos , Stato Teachers , Pembroke, Ehode
netting 25 points and handling tho Island College of Education , Sarball deftly, He proved an excellent gent , Teachers College of . Connectifield general throughout tho gamo. cut and Tufts University.

The undefeated Colby Frosh hockey team compiled a 10 - 0 record against, the. toughest competition they were able to play. Members
of the squad are , left to right: "Duke" Duchrow, J im Houghton,Fr d?i k Stephenson, Ron Ryan , Don Young, Dave y Crai g, J ohn MeBride , J im Ackcrman , Pete Leofant i, and Ed Corner s. Absent: BobD ietler , Hunt er Shotwcll, Wayne Manty, and Wally H a mby.

POLISH DOCTOR GUEST
Continued from Page Two
specialty degrees , a student is allowed to work ' in a hospital for a
short, period before taking his examinations.
Dr. Januszewicz stated that many
students prefer to assist in hospital
work during part of their three
month summer vacation. This added experience can be of much use
to the student later on. As in all
other form s of education in Poland ,
the medical student gets his training exclusively at governmental expenseMost doctors throughout the
world have managed to achieve a
high standard of living in comparison to the rest of the population. In this respect Poland is no
exception. Even under her highly
socialized . medicine program , the
average physician receives a fixed
wage of approximately 3000 zlotys a
month. (At the present tourist rate
of exchange of 22 zlotys to the dollar , this would come to $136). This
is significantly higher than the average take-home pay of a worker.
In addition , a Polish "doctor is allowed to practice privately, although such practice will be curtailed and eliminated gradually.
The Polish doctor is guaranteed
the light of buying a car on installment and priority in obtaining
a government subsidy in building
himself a private house. Dr. Januszewicz stated that he considered
himself fortunate to . have, ren ifree, a two-room apartment , in light
of the acute housing shortage in
,
Warsaw. •

ing funds , as well as the needed
equipment.
Dr. Januszewicz emphasized the
fact that since the socialization of
Polish medicine, it had been government policy to matriculate as'
many youths as possible from peasant and worker origin. The government provides them with every facility for studying, in accordance
with the five year plans.
An important aspect of the Polish health service is that for the
first time the masses are able to
obtain free medical service... Special
effort is made to acquaint the worker with the problems of work safety
and hygiene. The local district doctor has the right to .give a patient
the " equivalent of nine days sick
leave. If the sickness is serious the
worker can receive his full salary
for as long as six months. The
worker with a diminished working
capacity may also obtain permission to work shorter hours while
receiving his full salary.
. Dr. Januszewicz explained that
before the war Poland had only
13,000 physicians. This made her
one of the most underprivileged
countries, in Europe. With the advent of World War II many of these"
doctors were eliminated. Today, r
aider socialism, the number of doctors has more than doubled the
pre-war ' figure.
Many medicines , such as penicillin,, once exclusively imported into

the country, are uotv being produced
in large quantities. Dr. Januszewicz contended that before the socialization of pharmacies in 1951,
this sector of the health service
was developing satisfactorily. It
now shows considerable progress in
supplying the population with medical supplies.
For several years after the war ,
¦
people with insurance obtained
medicine free of charge, J)ue to the
increased demand for medicine, plus
the greater number of insured people;, a patient must now pay thirty per cent of the actual cost of
the medicine.
Under Poland' s health service, extensive work is being done to combat many of her most dreaded diseases. One of Poland's chief problems, especially during the war , was
venereal disease, which at times
reached epidemic proportions. One
of the first steps taken by the
health service to curb Y. D. was
the introduction of systems for ascertaining contacts and . sources of
contagion. Compulsory post-treatment control was established. Another factor was 'the regular medical examination of pregnant' women , which resulted in practically
eliminating syphillis. However , Dr.
Januszewicz conceded that V.D. is
again becoming a problem , as it is
in the West. Important research
is also occurring in the fields of
cancer, T.B., and other diseases.

They said it couWrft

Pol and' s system of socialized
medicine is under the control of
the Ministry of Health. This ministry establishes the basic policy
of the health service, directs and
supervises the professional activities
of its agencies and provides them
with the necessary staff and build-

In addition , the Health service is
attempting to combat alchoholiszn
in conjunction with new stringent
laws passed in 1956'.'
Care of newborn babies was one
of the . - most neglected matters in
pre-war times. Under Poland' s
health service, proper care of the
newborn, baby is assured. Children of working Mothers are placed
in state-run nurseries, while children of unwed mothers are placed
in babies' homes where they remain
until the mother is able to create
the proper living conditions.
Abortion in Poland since 1956
has been legalized. Every doctor has
the right to decide whether or not
a pregnancy should be interrupted.
If a doctor refuses to procure abortion a woman may appeal to a
medical commission set up for that
purpose. Dr. Januszewicz admitted
that this new/plan's applicati on will
present certain difficulties.
Another field which is of great
concern to Poland's health service
is psychiatry. During the war most
of Poland' s 17,000 mental patients
were nnirdei-ed by the Nazis. Today
there are 22,000. patients in Poland' s
mental institutions. Under the current fire year plan , one of the fore ?
most projects of the health service
will be the raising of mental health
care, now considered to be wholly
^
inadequate.
Sanitation , long neglected before
the war, is likewise getting top pri-

jf 4HB

ority by the health service. Dr. Januszewicz; stated that before the war
most " of the large cities , had to obtai n their water from open wells.
By 1955 sixty-six percent of city
dwellers had running water. In addition , many hj 'giene stations have
been set up throughout Poland to
cope with sanitation problems.
Ending in a lighter note, Dr.
Januszewicz stated that young people in Poland , as in the United
States , are primarily interested in
sports , rather than politics. Almost
all youngsters , as well as their parents , spend a part of the summer
engaged in free physical activity
at summer camps. He stated that
sports have stopped being a privilege of the well-^to-do and have become a sensation for the masses.
With sport - facilities now in the
hands of the public, every kind of
sport is accessible to young people
and adults. At present, physical
training is obligatory for over three
million youths. Therefore sports are
becoming an integral part of Poland's educational and health systems.
i
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MUSICAL EVENING
Continued from Page One
Voice .solos are to be rendered by
Richard Kenison '60 and Barbara
Eidam '59. Dick . will sing 'Tor
Behold Darkness Shall Cover the
Earth" and "The People Who Walk
in Darkness", both from Handel's
"Messiah" and Brohe's "--less
This House". Barbara wvill sing
"Musetta's Waltz Song" from Puccini's "La Boheme" and "All Ye
People" from - "The Se-ven Last
Words of Christ" by Dubois.

is better than those within it , while
the Soviet Union is ' succeeding in
spite of its system. Second , the
Soviet challenge is deadly serious to
the future of our country. Third,
the United States needs knowledge
in order to act.
A VALI D EXCUSE
Continued from Page Two
It should be noted here that this
class was the best seen by Colby
in some time, in regard to college
board scores and high school averages. And yet there was a considerably larger proportion of students
placed on probation .
To turn to the basic question ,
why are so many students submitting below average work ; why are
so many students placed on probation ?
There are of course numerous
reasons involved , and it is import-

GABE LECTURE
Continued from Page . Two
mentioned the cultural offensive as
Russia's fourth offensive.
The conclusion of5 the speech suggested some considerations and
moralizings for the United States.
First , United States policy should
not become a conditioned reflex to
Russian moves , but should attempt
to initiate its own action consistent
with its individual ideals. Second,
it should sensibly meet the four
Friday - Monday
§"8
Soviet offensives. Third , the Unit ed O
gj
M
" THE COLOSSUS
States must relearn what its values D
OF NEW YORK "
§•§
are and , above all , understand un- O " SPACE CHILDREN"
||
committed nations in the wa;y that
they demand to be understood.
§•$
As a whole the lecture sketched O Tuesday - Wednesday
"RELUCTANTI
I
and described , rather than analyzed. IB
DEBUTANTE"
IB
§•§
Professor Palmer's treatment of the
"SETTLED
I
I
H
economic offensive would have par- fl
THE WIND"
g_ |
alleled Max Salvador's lecture , had
not the latter's approach been noticeably different.- Professor Palmer
could easily have talked in more
detail about specific countries,
their problems and exactly • what
Russian policy does to the ' power
structure of international relations.
This lecture harmonizes itself
very well with, the previous lectures , and they all . contain three
common trends. First , it is easy
to gather that one of the problems
is that the United States ' system
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ber of freshman athletes on probation is . a specific example of this
situation.
Although these are apparently
valid reasons, it is difficult to see
why the class of 1962, having a better background, did so poorly.
Secondly, we are told that although there are more students in
trouble scholastically at this time
than before, in general this proportion has been relatively stable
through the years. Also, it is noted
that
this situation prevails at" other
ules. Involvement in too many excolleges as<- well. This is no excuse.
tra-curricular activities may also
We speak of the continual striving
result in poor scholarship. The num- toward a higher standard of scholarship,. Admission standards have
1
iii
supposedly been raised to aid iri
>
{By—^ajiiin i nijgy ^ p'^»™_y
_&
wi torn ™"" _ hH
H ^>Mn SSSr
this endeavor. And yet, if the results 'o-f the first semester are to
be . evaluated at all , it is clearly an
Friday - Saturday
i indication of inconsistency some" Night of the Quarter Moon " ' where. Yet, perhaps we are .' over
Cinemascope
!
i Julie London Nat King Cole >
1
. John Drew Barrymore
\
¦
1

Sunday - Tuesday
" ROSE MARIE"
1
Cinemascope and color
! Ann Blythe
Howard Keil
,CSTUDENT P R I N C E "
i
Edmund Purdom with the
|
',
"voice of Mario Lanza

'

j

\
i

i

<

'

Wednesday - Thursday
\
i "THESE THOUSAND HILLS "
Cinemascope and color
^) Don Murray
Patricia Owens

¦

1 .

2

j
\
j
j
i

Friday and Saturday

Elizabeth Taylor and Montgomery Cliff
"PLACE IN THE SUN"
William Holden
"STALAG 17"
—
Sunday
Wednesda y
—
Clifton Webb
"THE REMARKABLE MR . PENNYPACKER"
and "FRONTIER GUN"

wives
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might have guessed—is the honest taste
of a Lucky Strike. (Fine tobacco is fine
with them!) In Thinklish, this bunch
is a braggreg ationl And that's no lie.

S\ (twl

iB§3r i

stressing extra-curricular activities
as a reason for this development.
Every effort should be made to
insure that this deviation, does not
occur again. If Coby is to truly represent the hest in small college education, she ' must attradt the better students. It is well to stress
the importance of athletic teams
and . extra-curricular activities , as
long as this feeling does not outweigh the importance of academic
standards and scholarship. Colby
is a college and as such was instituted for the purpose of education. Extra-curricular activities are
a necessary part of this education ,
but the ultimate concern should be
scholarship. If a definite need for
a change in attitude toward studying is needed — and we feel that
it is — then it is the duty of responsible students to assume the
leadership in .this endeavor.
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ant that over-generalization is
avoided . But, cert ain basic factors
lave been suggested.
Since most students affected are
.members of the freshman class,
many point to the obvious notion
of difficulty of adjustment.
Increased independence, and a change
in environment must be considered.
The methods and amounfc of studying, necessary may also have been
altered. Fraternity and- sororityadd to a disruption of study sched-
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